
























































































































































































About the Authors ... 
Brian L. Bird was born and raised in the Finger Lakes of NY 

where he began playing role playing at the age of 10. A U.S. Air 
Force Veteran, he currently puts his 20 years of Logistics 
Management experience to work as a Procurement Specialist with 
the University of Texas at San Antonio. Brian studied Art 
Education and Psychology at Our Lady of the Lake University. 

He is a contributing author of the Joe Ledger Companion, enjoys 
reading, writing, designing and playing tabletop games, making 
found object art, and spending time with his wife Juanita and their 
children Johan, Elihu and Yahaira; and their granddaughter 
Arianna at their home in San Antonio, Texas. 

Mark Doweon is from North Yorkshire in England. He has been 
interested in science fiction, Space and Star Wars since his early 
days at school, which later resulted in an interest in science as 
well. He has enjoyed creative writing since his mid-teens and over 
the last several years has had solo roleplay adventures published 
in Knights of the Dinner Table Magazine. Other interests include 
participating in long distance running, trekking holidays in other 
countries, jiving, mysticism, psychology and history. 

Jason Dray started playing roleplaying games in 1980 at the age 
of eight Wanting a life of adventure, he has been a Cavalry Scout, 
a Military Police Officer, and is now a Federal Agent Jason Dray 
has served in Iraq (twice), Cairo, and now Istanbul, and has 
worked in over 30 countries, most of them "real garden spots." 
Using Skype, he has played Star Wars in 7 countries over the past 
four years. 

Dustin Hawk hails from the high desert (and thus, unheard of) 
region of the Pacific Northwest With a passion of all things 
military aircraft-related, he enlisted into the United States Air 
Force right out of high school, becoming an aircraft fuel systems 
repair specialist, traveling to a wide array of places both exotic 
and mundane to stop JP.S from leaking out of areas where they 
shouldn't A science fiction fan since he was a child, that interest 
also expanded into an avid love of gaming, particularly tabletop 
roleplaying, along with creative writing. He currently resides in 
Okinawa, Japan with his wife and daughter. 
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Charles McNeill has been a Star Wars fan literally as long as he 
can remember. He discovered the Star Wars RPG in high school, 
and it has been a constant companion across many years, a 
college degree and a motley assortment of jobs (pizza delivery, 
telemarketing, bartender, and bouncer at a gentleman's club, to 
name a few). 

His on-line roots reach all the way back to the venerable 
SW-RPG mailing list on AOL, and he is a long-time contributor to 
the Rancor Pit as well as a moderator for the SWD6 Google+ 
group. 

Josh Moore has been playing and running WEG SW 06 since 
the "dark times" of the 1980's and 90's, the time between trilogies. 
Professional writer, roller derby referee, and self-proclaimed 
pinball wizard, he lives in New Jersey with a cat named Jerry and 
girl friend named Jheri. There is much confusion. 

Ray Napoli A Geek at heart, Ray has always been fascinated by 
all things Science Fiction, but always comes home to a Galaxy Far 
FarAway. 

An 18+ year veteran of Tabletop Roleplaying, his introduction to 
RPGs was the WEG classic version of Star Wars. Journeys around 
the stars and back in this galaxy and so many others has taken 
him through video games, MMOs and miniature wargaming 
scenes as well. A particular focus on Science Fictions own brand 
of magic always seems to captivate in the various ways 
Technology is used. 

Ray has staffed and GMed many tabletop games as well as 
several MUDs and MUSHes such as Star Wars: Age of Alliances, 
running both long-running plot arcs as well as one-off adventures. 
He always brings with him a colorful cast of characters with his 
work ofcusing on strong, unique women and curious Droids. His 
work is coloured by a streak of independence, compassion and 
vitality belonging to the women within his own family. A 
preoccupation with the intersection of technical means and the 
human condition represented in AI and Robotics similarly guides 
his interest in all manner of Star Wars' curious contraptions. 
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... the Artists ... 
Aleksandra B is a digital illustrator born and currently living in 

Macedonia. "I work in my own private studio where I create 
artworks inspired mostly by history, mythology but also by 
medieval fantasy and science-fiction. k;ide from making 
illustrations, concept art and character designs in Photoshop, I 
use 3D software to further improve my artistic skills and sculpt 
my own creature and character creations which I hope will one 
day be implemented in a video game. You can find out more 
about my work on my instagram page: Nidhogge_art" 

Cliff Chiang's artwork has been hailed for its "fluid and 
confident storytelling" and "sweeping linework and nuanced 
style." Graduating from Harvard University with a joint degree in 
English Literature and Visual Arts, he worked in editorial at 
Disney Adventures Magazine and Vertigo/DC Comics before 
making the leap into freelance illustration. Clients include DC 
Comics, GQ Magazine, Lucasfilm, Warner Animation, Dark Horse 
Comics, Dynamic Forces Entertainment, and the ACLU. 

He is currently working on Paper Girls with writer Brian K. 
Vaughan. He lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. 

Mark Elwood works in an Aerospace Engineering company 
called SpaceWorks. "I consider myself a "space artist", but I really 
do a little of everything. On my blog ArtSpace you'll find a lot of 
the random things I either get roped into, volunteer for, or just 
come up with on my own. On my blog Living With Star Wars I 
geek out about Star Wars. I live in Atlanta with my wife and cats." 
You can check out more of his work at his portfolio site: 
www.markelwood.com 

John Gendall is a professional illustrator working in the U.K. A 
Star Wars fan since the age of five, when he watch it in his local 
cinema way back in 1977. He's been an avid Roleplayer since the 
mid 80s, and spent far too much time painting miniatures from 
various games over the years. He bought the first edition of the d6 
when it first came out, and at some point has played/G.M. every 
version of the game, returning to the d6 about 2 years ago, as out 
of all of them it's the version he loves best. 

Mostly doing book covers, and commissioned portraits, he has 
designed some miniatures for the game Broken Contract and some 
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publicity for East Street Games, a zombie Father Christmas. He 
jumped at the chance to work for the Adventurer's Journal, after all 
it's Star Wars! 

Yvan Qulnet hails from Geneva Switzerland and has produced 
fan art that spans the universes of DC, Marvel, Predator, Mad Max, 
various science fiction concepts, and of course Star Wars. You can 
find more of his work on his personal website 
https:/ fwww.yvanquinet.com/ or https:/ fwww.artstation.com/wyv 

Chris Shaylor has been an avid Sci-Fi toy collector since the 
mid 70's. He rarely actually played many table top games but 
voraciously collected and read the sourcebooks and companion 
issues for the WEG Star Wars series since they were first released 
in the late 80's. Using much of that expanded material and artwork 
as inspiration for his own custom creations for 1:18 toylines. 

Eventually building the city-sized spaceport Rotgut Station, 
which acts as a truckstop nexus for all sci-fi universes, he shared 
what he created with the world to show that toys don't have to 
just sit on shelves. After word spread and requests came pouring 
in, he was able to tum his hobby of creating wood & plastic 
playsets into a successful full time toy business of Empire Toy 
Works. 

"I now wake up and eatjbreathe toys all day everyday, and I 
wouldn't have it any other way." Chris lives with his wife and two 
sons in Virginia. 

Daniel Sturman lives in New Mexico with his wife and 
children, where he and his wife work as professional artists, raise 
children, and try to enjoy life in general. He is a retired U.S. Army 
tank mechanic, maker of clocks and incense burners, old truck 
guy, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu blue belt, and a big geek/ nerd in general. 
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